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May 5, 1955
To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Regular Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty will be
held on Tuesday, May 10, in Mitchell Hall 101, at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Election of a member-at-large of the Policy
Committee to serve for a term of two years,

1955-57.
2.

Presentation by the Policy Committee of nominations for standing committees of the University
Faculty, 1955-56.

(Note: A list, dated April 29,

has been sent to each member of the Faculty.)

3.

Progress report from the University United
Fund Committee.

4.

Report by the Committee on University Aims and
Objectives.

5.

Presentation of proposed new curriculum in the

.

College of Arts and Sciences leading to the
degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical
Technology.

UNIVERSI1Y OF NEW MEXICO

FACULTY MEETING
May

10, 1955

(Sununarized Minutes)
The May 10, 1955, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order
President Popejoy at 4:10 p.m., with a quorum present.

by

Professor Ivins was elected a member-at-large of the Policy Committee to
serve for a tenn of two years, to replace Professor L. H. Johnson who
resigned from the University.
Professor Hibben presented the nominations of the Policy Committee for
membership on standing committees of the Faculty for 19~5-56. With the
addition of three members to the Committee on University Aims and Objec•
tives, these nominations were approved.
Professor Ried presented a progress report of the University United Fund
Committee. The following basic objectives were submitted: (1) to reduce
the.ntnnber of charity drives on campus to one all-inclusive C'llTlpaign; (2)
to increase the over-all contribution to worthy charitable ca·..::Jes. Another
report will be submitted to the Faculty early in the first seme:ster.
Professor Ivins presented a report from the Committee on University Aims
and Objectives. This report, previously mailed to all members of the Faculty,
~eld that while it is impracticable to limit admission to the University, it
18 possible to limit access to programs of study until the student has demonstrated competence to undertake them. Upon motion by Professor Ivins,
the F~culty voted to accept the report, endorse the proposed principles
e~bodied in it, and recommend that the Policy Committee, after consultation
with.the President, name a committee of representative faculty and administrative members to initiate specific proposals for detailed implementation
0 ~ t.J:ese principles to be presented to the Faculty for approval as soon cS
p ssible in the next year.
~ean Wynn offered a proposal for a Bachelor of Science Degree in Medical
ec~o~ogy, the degree to be granted after three years (six semesters) of
~~cified academic work on campus and specialized ~nstruction in med~cal
te hnology for at least twelve consecutive months in. a school of.medical
thchnology approved by the Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of
e American Medical Association. Dean Wynn stated that this degree pro:ram, a description of which was previously mailed to each member of the
acuity, had bean proposed by the departments of Biology and Chemistry,
approved by the Advisory Committee of the College of Arts and Sciences,
~d Voted on by the Faculty of the College without dissent. He said further
1at upon the request of a faculty member the Policy Committee had been pertted to study the proposal and had approved it with certain reservations.

He said that finally the proposal was approved by the Curricula Committee
with one amendment. After a prolonged debate which turned upon such issues
as the senior residence requirement, correspondence work, control of faculty
members, definition and control of the bachelor's degree, and the fonnulation of general policy, before or after specific action, the Faculty approved
a motion to recess and continue the discussion at another time prior to the
end of the academic year.
The meeting adjourned at 6:15 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
F CULTY N.ESTI.LIG

May

10,

1955

The May 10, 1955, meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by President Popejoy at 4:10 p.m., with a
.

quorum present.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY
The first item on the agenda today
le the election of a member-at-large of the Policy Committe
to serve for a t rm of two years, to replace Professor L. H.
Johnson, who has submitted his resignation. On the board
r . Durrie hae placed the names of the other memb r of th
committee. Th Constitution provid s that members-at-large
ehall b made up of not mor than two from the same coll ge.
At this time, therefore, the members of the Colleg of Art
and Sciences are not eligibl for election. A member cannot
serve more than four years in succ esion. Only Professor
Crawford, who is presently completing a four-y art rm,
ould appear to be ineligible. · Therefore, memb rs of th
College of Arts and Sci nces and Professor Crawford ar 1nlibibl. Nominations ' for this vacancy on the Policy Committee are now in order. .
PROFESSOR HAAS
DR. TIREMAN

I nominate Hugh ] iller.

I nominate Bob Evans.

PROFESSOR HEIMERICH
DR.

BAUGHMAN

EMBERS

I nomim te Dr. Zwoyer.

I nominate Dr. Ivins.

moved that nominations be closed; seconded.

uestlon put to vote and carried.
POPEJOY
List all nominations on the ballot, alphabetically, a.."ld indicate your preference by a number follonng each

a.me.

Practically al]. the other items on the agenda today have
do with committee reports and I will ask the chairmen to
~resent the reports at this time . The Policy Committee has
eady a list of nominations for standing committees of the
~11vters1ty Faculty for 1955-56. Dr. Hibben will present that
a •
t

0

C

DR. HIBBEN
I think all of you have had a 11 t of these
co m1ttees, dated April 29, 1955. There i one matter of
eome addition. on the last page, committee number 21 , Aims
Oojcct1Mee: it wa called to my attention that perhaps
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t •

all the colleges were not repre ented on that committee.
There is no formula that they should be represented, but
important i terns are coming before that committee, so it
seemed wise to add the names of Mr. Baker from the
College of Pharmacy, Mr. Seed from Law, and Mr. ori
from Business Administration. We did not propose deletion
of any of the name8 already listed. So, with these additions, I would like to move that this list be approved by
the Faculty.

•

MR. HUBER

Second.

DR. REEVE If some of the names on the board (nominees
for Policy Committee) that we just voted on are already
listed on two committees, they will have to resign from one.

HIBBEN

That is the general practice but it is not a
hard and fast rule. We do have some others on more than
two committees;, the Deans inevitably are on several.
REEVE

The rule does not apply to administration.

It

is unconstitutional for a faculty member to serve on more

than two committees.
POPEJOY I believe that is not in the constitution,
but is a general policy only.
1ould 1 t be appropriate to
suggest that if it should develop that any person on the
Policy Committee is already on two committees, he resign
from one of them?

HIBBEN
We could make some adjustment. Mr. Ivins
and !r. Evans are both on two committees now, so if either
one has been elected we shall have to make appropriate
adjustment later.
'
Does that ~eem satisfactory, Dr. Reeve? It
POPEJOY
impossible
to make any adjustments at thie
is practically
time .
Are there nomination from the floor for any of these
commit tees?

.

uet!ltion called for; motion carried •
POPEJOY
The next item is a report from the Univers Y United Fund Committee. Dr. Ried.
it

DR. H. o. RIED
Does everyone have a copy of the reised report? This was sent to you sometime ago as a
~eport by the Univ ers1 ty United Fund Committee, appointed
the Policy Committee. The report was revised after we
ceived reactions from the Faculty on the earlier mailed
teport . I would like to call your attention to two or
of ee things wnich reflect the committee's oo nsideration
Your reactione .

v

r!

U

·v rs

United
Fund

C romittee
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Going down to t he organizations listed on the first
pa 0 e, you will notice that we have inserted the possibility
of the Red Cross bei ng included in the Community Chest
x
year. The Red Cross has applied for membership in the Chest,
and I think it is under ad sement at t n e present time. If
it ls a part of the Community Chest we shall have to meet
in the fall and revise the percentages listed on the second
page.
Some of you have raised a question on the March of
Dimes, as to whether the development of the polio vaccine
will make any difference in the requested contributions.
I don ' t know the answer to that, but they will still need
money for polio cases -- and we don't know what the situation on the vaccine will be by fall.
The major reaction that we got was the matter of the
campus fund, so we have inserted -- as we originally interned
to do -- the United Chri tian Service Fund and the forld
University Service drives, both of which have been conducted
on the campus by a joint student an:l faculty commlt tee, and
many of you have contributed to those two drives. Our efforts are directed toward el1m1nEt ing those as individual
drives, ae well as the others. That is the issue upon
which more of you raised questions than on any other.
As to the percentages, many of you suggested changes.

I don' t know ae we could arrive at any juet distribution

these moneys. The commit tee developed ~hese percentages
~argely upon the basis of the amount of money contributed
tYhathe faculty in the past, and we will provide spaces ao
t any faculty member can change the percentage any way
he sees flt; in other words, be can divide his contribution
0~
loo a.ny way he wishee. So I don't think you need worry
a out these percentages as we have listed them.
of

Those are the major things that perhaps should be
~~nted out here as changes from the original report -ess there are questions that anyone wishes to ask.
to

R. DOUGLASS
Do the proposed percentages apply only
unass igned gifts ?

That
gRIED
Where
the
1

1s right; they
faculty member
meet i etr1but1on of .hi money.
You n the fall again to make
are requested to make your
t1on

the

apply only to those contribumakes no specific request for
The committee will probably
any necessary changes before
contribution in October.

ti

ffi. WELCH
one th1 s way?

co

!R. DILLEY
I know that they turned down a
ntribut1on last year.

Will the ~rch of Dimes accept contribu-

,

40,000

- .-
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HELEN ELLIS
I believe the polio fund would turn
down contributions offered this way.
DEAN GAUSEWITZ

The only result would be that they
ould not be included in any ct:. her campus drive, isn I t that
correct?
That is the way we intend it.
agreed to our last statement on page 2.
RIED

GAUSE iITZ
How do you define a
twentieth of each check?
an

The President has

11 day 1 s

pey- 11

--

ae

one-

POPEJOY
As one-three hundred sixty-fifth of your
ual salary, before deductione.

RIED We have interpreted that a little differently.
If each mem~er of the faculty and staff contributes one
working day'
DR.
a

RIED
eek.

8

pay, as a minimum --

cMURRAY

I work on Sunday.

We would interpret it as applying to six days

DR. HUGH MILLER

Including summer?

RIED
Not i f you don't work in summer -- but underetand, let your conscience be your guide. I mi t eay that the
committee discussed this question at considerable length. I
am not sure that we arrived at any further conclusion than e
have stated here.
We tried the different criteria. Actually
0 e- three hundred sixty-fifth would not raise enough money,
ae compared to what we have done in the past. If you would
like further el~boration, maybe the committee next fall can
issue a defini tlon.
GAUSEWITZ
I think it ia important; it would fix the
amount of the fund to be ra1 sed, to some extent.

RIED That will have something to do with next year's
Payroll. ,le are all to get very large raises, aren't e,
President?
(Laughter.)
id POPEJOY The reason I hurried in with the o e-365th
d ea is that some years ago, when I wa head of the Chest
rlve, I tried to sell that plan to a number of groups. At
ha
t time we would have been extremely ateful if we could
ave Sot people to do that kind of contributing.
Do I
~d~rstand you to say that that would not produce as much as
ave raised in the past?
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Not as much as we ha.ve raised for all dri vee

RIED
in a year.

POPEJOY That is a remarkable showing. Will it be
fair to assume that the committee will make a suggestion as
to what is meant by 11 one day's pey 11 when the campaign month
comes along?
Yes.

RIED

POPEJOY
RIED

Do you have any motion to make?

ro.

POPEJOY
There is a report before you. Does the
faculty wish to take any action? If not, the report will
be placed in the minutes and the committee will assume that
they can proceed with the plans you have announced.
The next item is a report from the University Committee
on Aims and Objectives.
Dr. Ivins, who has been acting as I Report of

chairman of that committee this year, will make the report.

.... .

DR. IVI1S
Thank you, Mr. President. For a long
~ime I have been a disciple of the old preacher who said,
You can't save any souls after the first ten minutes, 11
and I have had a lifelong aversion to reading of prepared
etatemente. However the report I wish to comment on today
ie of such importanc~, is of grave enough consequences,
that I believe I ehould like to make a somewhat lengthy
series of statements from a prepared text. I crave your
indulgence. I shall not repeat the report which you have
all received in the mail with the agenda for this meeting,
and which I am sure you hav studied with considerable interest, but shall attempt instead to make some pertinent
comments and to interpret for you the attitude of the committee.
By way of review let me say that last October, as
you ill recall, the Faculty authorized the Committee to
iroceed with its work and to obtain reports from the var~~e colleges. Those reports have been made and are a~la e, and will not be commented on further here. There
an implied endorsement of the 11b~ralization principl,
I may call it that, by this action of the Faculty.

r~s

b
Being faced with a wait of three f..nd a half months
aefore the college reports came in, th Committee went ahead
atd examined data on crucial questions in higher education
ti the Present time on nroblems of colleges and universica:s 1n America. ~om the mass of data and articles di 1 ered, a number of points became obvious: First, in the
!tgh chool
the number and proportions of college-bound
l1~dente are, increasing. Second, th re is increasing pubdemand for a broader base for admission of students to

Committee

o U iv sity
Aims and
0
ct·ve

•
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institutions of higher education, with the result that
colleges and universities are asked to accept students
at the lower levels of ability. Third, there is a growing problem of what to do in this mass situation on the
one hand with our gifted students and on the other with
those 5tud.ents who, in the estimation of the public, are
of equal importance but who have leeser ability. Fourth,
there is the prospect of diminished or at beet a static
proportion of financial support for institutions of higher
learning. There is no indication that the American people
are willing to spend a greater proportion of their income
for higher education; more money will be spent , yes, but
not a greater proportion of income. Fifth, we are faced by
the likelihood of very deficient number! of compet~nt per!onnel to man our colleges and w1i versi ties in the near
future.
And ixth, we foW'ld increasing numbers of articles expressing grave doubts about whether we are making
optimum use of our human and financial resources at the
present time.

ve have made a study of the enrollment situation in
Enrol ent
Hew exico; the figures are given in the report. According
increas
to all authorities, the figures there given are conservative. te asked ourselves if we could continue to do a high
standard job in the new situation under the old conditions;
e decided not. Then we considered very carefully whether,
ea state university , we might not hope simply by raisi g
dmission requirements to solve our problems. The Committee
~~ t through a great deal of discussion and finally decided
tnat that is not feasible or practical. ie thought about
ne temper of some of the recent legislatures in this state
Two-year
nd decided that we disliked the idea of the establishment of
an elaborate junior college system if we felt that the Univer- colle e
~ity should and could perform that function. In the report
te Pointed out that we are, in effect, a junior collese for
he ?ounty of Bernalillo. Finally we concluded that ,e face, as
University, two severe problems at least: first, how can we
~intain a good pro ram in the face of enrollment pressure?
second, we asked ourselves how ell are we doing with
0
~r freshmen ·s tudents -- and we were not too happy about our
1~wer -- and how can we do better with the fresnmen, those
h whom we do poorest now? This is the most numerous group Freshman
ear
F• d the group that could prof1 t most from a two-ye
program.
d~r the P st four months the Committee hes met weekly and has
After much
8 /e much work outside of committee meetings.
p ~dy of other alternatives we proposed the principles imof ~it in this report, and ~specially, the common enrollment
11· reshmen in a basic college and the recogn1 tion of the
oeralization principle in study.
1ni The Committee knows that this is not a complete or
r 0018 hed statement. We see that 1 t rr esents difficulties and
ems. We realize that for some it will be too mild in import,
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for others too strong.
'{e know it is only fair that the Faculty
not be asked to commit 1 tself to an operating version of the
proposal without further study and opportunity to accept or
reject. We are a are of the time necessary to prepare specific
plans based on these principles, and of the many groups that
must take part in that preparation, bilt . lthal we feel that
the basic principles implied are hopeful and sound enough that
the faculty should be prepared to endorse them at this time
with certain safeguar ing stipulations
and I shall come back
to tnis later.
Obviously all the colleges will need to cooperate, but
also each will necessarily present to best advantage its separate problems and interests. Obviously too, it is possible
that there may be an u discovered approach to the real problems
we face .that is better; if so, the Commtt. tee 1 s earnest efforts
to discover it were not productive. But at the least, the
principles offer one approach to the problems that not only
seems feasible but also has been accepted by worthy similar instituti ons of learning. Furthermore, the principles are harmonious with the accepted principle of liberalization. With
the goals of maintaining or improving our standards and services in the face of imoending enrollment increases and attendant problems, the principles do provide basis for a vehicle for
~he liberalization princip1e and do suggest possible approaches
0 the problem of more effective use of our human and financial
resources.
With special reference to improvement of service to
fre shmen, the advantages of these principles seem a)parent to
us , but perhaps may not be so clear to those who have not
worked as closely with the matter. In the first place, common
~nrollment without acceptance in a college of intention seems
to furnish an incentive and purpose to our freshmen students
Psychologically
1~t may not have been present in the past.
ny seems more affirmative and challenging to say to the student,
11you have ample opportunity to prove yourself; go to it, 11 than
fe~t have failed ; get out . " (It also removes the pressure we
not aa professors when faced with the latter taskl)
It does
Cialremove the present feature of freshmen advisement by speh ists in the college of intention, any more t.harl it removes
c e Poesibili ty of his making normal progress in specialized .
1~urse a in that college; instead, it adds to this the possibilY of added improved, broader, centralized advisement of all.
or 1
Exc ept in rare instances in existing curricula, the
waniciples do not "slow downtt gifted students who know what they
ly m~nd are capable of getting it; indeed, they might eventuala k.1 e Possible their acceleration. They do, however, supply
opo nd of minimum guarantee that every freshman will have some
8!d.o:rtun1ty to sample the many fields of study of the University,
.... a fl ex several different competency muscles 1n his first year
na. t hi s we think is important . Furthermore, and perhaps most
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1mportantly, the principles give some hope that no student will,
through mischance or ill-advised intentions rather than basic
deficiency, be placed in such a position that the prospects of
a full-degree program in which he can succeed will be virtually
closed to him by reason of an accumulated deficit of grade
points -- a deficit accumulated because of failure in courses
for which, unwittingly, he had no apt1 tude.
In the report
we tell you of a study made by Dr. 1ellck of some 1000 freshmen, starting in the University in 1947, of which we graduated
a little over 200.
That is certainly not a good showing. Dr.
ellck has also made another study, giving evidence that failure in one professional course often predicts failure in
another requiring the same type of competency. For example,
there is a distinct relationship between success or failure
in chemistry and in mathematics. We are concerned about the
student who finds himself in such a hole that he can I t possibly
climb out of it. We are interested in seeing that our freshmen
are subject to courses that will discriminate among their
several, rather than their single, proficiencies. We believe
that an improved freshman program will produce economies in
student and professorial resources, possibly also economies in
money.
Some have asked, 11 fuat will these pri ciples do to
alleviate the direct problem? How will they help to elevate
standards?" We think the answer lies in the possibilities for
;election and screening of our students in the University at the
1rat and second year levels.
Several kinds of discrimination
~~ possible, and this discrimination can be consciously applied
~i hout bad publicity or, more important, undemocratic connotaf one .
For example, the student who presumably cannot profit
t~om college at all can be located the first year; likewise,
student who can profit from what 18 essentially a junior
~o ~ege program can be singled out, and the student who can
ro it from and succeed in a four-year degree pro ram -- what
~e would call lithe gifted stu:lent 11 - - can be found. Each can
e treated in an appropriate manner that will be also the most
~c~romical manner. Pressure on faculty to maintain standards
/ Vidually will not be removed but will be cast in a new
rame of reference.

r

fu t

Admittedly, the proposals give overt recognition to a

~~ ion that is supplementary to its original ones -- the

tr or college -- but in view of the facts of life and the
aeuth that we live in the public eye and at its pleasure, it
Poems desirable that this recognition be given. In it lie the
maBs1bilit1es for preserving the older, original ones, which
~ seem solely desirable to us as individuals. The Committee
oea not like the alternatives.

to b The Committee believes our problems and these principles
u.n e Brave concerns. We would not ask the Faculty to approve,
eteeen, a detailed plan based on the principles without further
Udy. On the other hand we believe that action cannot be

'
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delayed for long. Thus, rather than ask the Faculty to study
the principles further, we ask instead that you accept the~ 1th
tipulations so that action which we believe to be immediately
imperative may enter the planning stage. Finally, we reco 1ze
that these principle cannot be put into effect
thout the holehearted, continuous support and participation of the Faculty,
the administrations of the several colleges, and the ce tral
adm1n1s
tration •
..
For these reasons, r. President, I move that the Faculty
accept this report, endorse the proposed principles embodied
in it , and recommend that the Policy Committee name a committee
of representative Faculty and Administrative members to initiate
peclfic proposals for detailed implementation of these principles to be presented to the Faculty for approval.as soon as
possible in the next year.
Thank you, Dr. Ivins.

POPFJOY

DOUGLASS

DR. HIBBEN

I second the motion.

I see how this program mi

t solve the

ju ior college problem, an:l also how the ends of general edu-

cation are served, but I fail to see how it will solve the
problem of increased enrollments. Can you clarify?

IVINS
I tried to point out that such a set of principles as we have enunciated m16 ht drastically reduce the
number of failures -- f ailures due not to incap~city but to
poor advisement are wasteful of faculty resources and student
wime and of money. So that would be one economy. Another one
18 thie : I think different kinds of students require different kinds of instruction. Some kinds cost more tha others.
Fhe President said very recently, for example, that the Ford
0
d.ation is now so much interested that it is going to proo~de money for examining new, better, and more economical aye
uatng a professor's time for better effect. If we
ve
Principles such as these where we know the kind of stuients
we re dealing w1 th and ;hat we are trying to do with them,
~ can fit the instruction to the student -- a.d thereby perd Pe save some money. Though I hasten to add that the Co~m1ttee
.0 : 8 not feel that this 1a an neconom1c 11 proposal ; our concern
not Primarily with money •
. HIBBEN
Would it necessitate additional faculty, over
aoove that required by the increment of students?
t

IVINS

I cannot ans er that.

I would like to e Y this,

exico
be
able
to
proceed
the
present
basis
five
year
from
O
0
th and hire the same quality of faculty they are hiring at
byethreee t time. The little fello s are going to be raided
e lg fello s.
0~ 1

I seriously question whether the University of ?e

f

-
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HIBBEN
The only way you ere going to take c re of
the increase in enrollment is to enlarge clarse?
IVINS

Th t i s one way that might be possible.

HIBBEN You speak of more efficient use of counselling.
The institution of some sort of general college or junior
college program mjg ht have the effect of bringing more students , in proportion, into the first two years than under
our present system.
I VINS I agree, but it might cut down on the third year students.
HI BBEN You mean those that linger on the vine, so
to speak , at present?
I VINS Yes, I think so. The ratio of college professors to students at present will run between 1 : 10 and
1:20 . In secondary education the ideal which the rorth
Central Association holds up is 1 : 30. There is no high
scnool in this state that achieves this ideal. If we consider a junior college program to be secondary education,
then I suppose there could be some argument for a higher
student- professor ratio in the lower two years, and that
might be an economy .

HIBBEN It still seems a little obscure . It seems to
me that somehow into this plan we are going to have to
stipulate how we are going to raise that student-faculty
r atio . I f we accept this plan in principle, it is like
8 ta.rting on a road ,; here there might be a bridge out some
1
P ace .
I VIJS Are you tryi
to have me say there would be a
guarantee that the ratio would not increase? That could
not be so tated. I am inclined to feel that we h d all better
bake up and realize that the old days are gone and we may not
I e able to maintain these comfortable ratios in the future.
this program , the advantage is this : that we may , by
~cre eni ng , actually reduce the professional and specialized
~Fee- granting college to such a point that a more favor~ t e Upper d1 vision ratio can be established. But I ould
0
claim that that could be done .
PROFESSOR CLARK
I have a procedural question : Does
this motion contain about tvro or three motion ?
ould
d not be wise to separate approval of the report from enorsement of the program? It seems to me appropriate to
pl~rove the report and give tne committee a chn.n.ce to imment th e program before endorsing it.
t

1~
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IVINS That is t h e inten tion of the motion -- endor e
the principles but not the detailed planning. The operational plan would be submitted later to the Faculty.

CLARK I would like to amend the motion to state that
accept or approve the report. Limit it to one thing
at a time.
we

-

t

DR. PARISH
I wonder if I could shed some light on
I think Mr. Clark ha s in mind. One of the reasons I
found myself so much in favor of this report is that, both
on page land page 3, strong points have been made that we
do face terrific problems of relating budget and faculty.
I thought that meant that if in the future any substantial
increases in real wages of the faculty are to be brought
into this institution, they will have to come from savings
in the cost of education. It faces right up to this in
the beginning -- then after that, it seems terribly weak
because it does not give any idea as to how that might
happen; in fact, it might show how it would go the other
way. I think a committee needs to be appointed that is
alive to the fact that we are going to be snowed under
with students -- under this plan perhaps even more -- and
we have got to find a whole new plan of approach (not just
larger classes -- tha t is only part af it}. There are
lots of things that can be done. If we could get this
Faculty to agree to give its collective thought to this
problem, or these problems, that (1) we a.re going to have
to educate a larger percentage of the people than we have
done in the past, (2} we are going to have to do it at a
lower cost per student, (3) we are going to have to turn
out a higher quality of student, and (4) we are going to
get Paid more, then we might find ways of solving the
Problems. No other industry ever succeeded that did not
do Just that.
fie re sitting here using all the old techniques, criticizing everybody else, sitting right here and
~~t thinking through the problemswe have.
It seems to me
at we are about to agree to a policy, and if we do agree,
te Will find the answer. This report is refreshing in con1rast With another report that is going to come up later
n this meeting __ a report whidh throws out what we have
and replaces it with nothing.
what

r
POPEJOY As I understand 1t, the motion is that this
aeport be endorsed in principle, and that a committee be
PPointed by the Policy Committee to work out details.

au

IVINS That is right, and I mes.nt to say' II after conltat1on with the President, 11 a committee be appointed.
POPEJOY

than

-

?iLARK

In the usual manner, that is.

He continues to use the word
accept, or approve."

II

endorse, 11 rather
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DR. LONGHURST
Is there a difference, \ll' . Chairman?
I will vote for either one.
POPEJOY
difference.

Professor Clark seems to tnink there is a

CLARK My point is that more study is needed aiong
tne lines of Mr. Parish's statement to make it clear what
we want to do. If we endorse the report as of now, we
nave left a lot of openings.

IVINS That is precisely the intent of the third
clause of this motion. I hB.ve in my time voted to accept
reports with which I did not agree. "e would like to see
the Faculty commit itself this far -- and this far only -to the general principle, which everyone seems to think
is sound, not to a detailed operational plan. This plan
should be submitted after further study which is going to
take a long time. Our motion says it should be submitted
next year, but maybe it can't be done in a year's time.
CLARK I am very happy to vote for accepting the
report, but on page 3, very definite proposals, numbered
l to 7, are made, and I should not like to endorse them
without having a chance to know more about them.

IVINS You are not being asked to endorse them; you
are being asked to endorse the general principles in the
total report, not any specific items.
RIED May we just ask then what are we to endorse?
That we study the problem of being able to take care of
more students?
DR. REEVE The basic principle here was endor ed by
the Faculty many years ago and put into operation under
the organization called the General College. Now you pro~ose to thro~ out the General College but you don't tell
e hat you intend to substitute for it. What is to be
administrative set-up for this first year enrollment?
at
1 ought to be answered if we are going to see with
~ ar1ty what is going on.
So far as the ideals are cont;rned, we are all sold on those, but you have an admin1aative change and you are not telling us hat it is.

;~e

h
DEA!J , YNN There are hundreds of details that ould
ave to be worked out if any general plan such as th1
~re adopted, and the Committee on Aims and Objectives h
int ot nearly that far at this time. If the Faculty dopted
81 Pri lciple the iuea that a freshman student at UNM might
a O himself down a little the first year in order to get
1 crack at other things than those he intends to specialize
n so that his counsellor might have an idea of what to do
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with him if he fell on his nose, t4_a.t' s about all that is
being asked for at present. I know what Dr. R1 ed. 1 s
thinking -- he wants to ltnow which office is e;oing to keep
folders on all these students? I want to kno\ that, too.
There are many important details that will have to be orked
out later.
In answer to Dr. Reeve's question: this is the General
College turned right square around, and I think for the better.
It is now used by the four-year degree-granting colleges as
a dumping ground for the professional schools for students
who have not made the grade in the first year. It will be
more dignified and less wasteful if we work out a plan wnereby we start all students evenly and let them earn their way
into a four-year degree-branting college, not let them be
dumped into the bottomless sink of the General Colleee after
accumulating such a grade-point deficit (because of being 1n
the wrong program) that they can never climb out. As the
Dean of the General College (a title I poesess end of which
I am not extremely proud), I have no concern about what
happens to it as such, but I do hcive a great deal of concern
about the measures we take to keep students from dig ing such
deep holes in the first semester or two that they cannot even
out to a 11 0 11 average in two more years of good work. If we
can start them evenly and let them earn their right to adm1ssi?n to a degree-granting college, we will be way ahead. The
principle you are being asked to approve or accept 1s simply
this kind of general reversal; you will then ask your continuing
committee to study means and processes by which this can
b
e done .
REEVE The very same proposal was studied by a committee
some Y ars ago -- for a junior college -- wherein all incom1 g
freshmen would register and sometime during the course of four
;emeeters they could transfer to the college of their choice.
ne reason I opposed it was that it involved the creation of
ew Dean , and I am allergic to deans.
On page 3 you sa.y
11 face acute problems of budget and staff 11 and then you
hat
we
5
ay that these proposals might even increase the costsl

t

b One other question in my mind is, do we know enough
~h out students that we can play around with administrative
.Illaa ea.
The mortality figures come out of a calculatirg
t Chine , I suppose · why are they so high? Will administra1
llve changes solve the problem? This report is far from
g Ving the answer.
h
DR. SHERMAIJ S1UTH I would like to say a few words ,
~hving sat with the committee through the year. I think
the conun1ttee clearly recognizes that it does not have all
it answers . It feels it has caught hold of a sound idea;
t tsks that this idea be given further consideration, not
a it be adopted in toto today, as has been said several

12
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times . Let us look at what has happe~ed in the high schools
of America in the last decade or two -- there is a parallel
there for us. Tv·enty years ago the high school was designed
to prepare stude ts for college; that was its principal function. It evaluated "Carnegie uni ts 11 in terms of college
entrance. That possibility of treating every high school
student as though he ere college prepa.ratory na terial has
now collapsed under the overload of students. Nowadays, virtually every student is expected to finish high school. It is
impossible to make college preparatory material out of every
igh school student, but also, under the load of enrollments,
the college preparatory program was being dimi1 ished to such
an extent that good students could no longer be adequately
prepa.red. The same thing is going to happen in colJe ge; if
students, without screening, are allowed to get into upper
division work, we will see such a sliding of standards, such
a watering dovm of our degree programs a we cannot now
ima.gine . It is coming, if we don't do something about 1 t.
The essence of this proposal is that students should 1 ot enter a degree pro ram unless they have demo strated competence.
It puts the student on his mettle. If the college can set
its own standards and hold them against enrollment pressures,
then the University can accept vast numbers of students and
protect upper division integrity.
REEVE In the first year say a student takes five courses,
how will that give us a clue as to his competence to enter one
of the colleges?
POPEJOY His qiestion is appropriate at this time. Will
t e colleges have something to say in the deliberatione as
to courses that will be used as indicators?
IVI JS

In my opening remarks, I said that any effective

planning in detail would require the whole-hearted, continuou
tct1ve P rticipation of the Faculty, the Administrations of
he separate Colleges and the central Administration. At
another point in my r~marks I indicated clearly that the seprate colleges would necessarily a.nd voluntarily cooperate
/th the other colleges but 1 t would definitely be necessary
-1 or them to present separate pr obler.is and wield their separate
bnfluence. That implies that any effective planning on this
1road principle will fail if the colleges do not part1ciµ:i. te
•. this manner. The colleges must get together and really
8 ...i;.dy this t.ning.
comm There is a possibility of some misunderstanding about the
Co lttee . We do not propose that the Aims and Objective
eel, n1ttee continue this effort.
~e feel that we have performen~ur function. We realize that you could not begin to talk
~e 1bly about these proposals without considering, as Dr.
~rfve has pointed out the administrative and structural
th C1p1es.
le feel that t e time hfl.S come for new faces in
discussions, to consider specific thing_s based on the
ion, for example, of how much money canoe had.

qu:!f
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POPEJOY
IVINS

Will you re-state the motion?
I move that the Faculty accept this report, en-

dorse the proposed principles embodied in it, and recommend
that the Policy Commit tee, after consultation with the President, name a committee of representative faculty and administrative members to initiate specific proposals for detailed
implementation of these principles to be presented to the
Faculty for approval as soon as possible in the next year.
POPEJOY
It seems to me, Professor Reeve, that the
point you have raised is answered in the last part of this
motion.
DR. RIEBSOMER

"Tidal
Wave"
Committee

suggested
by Commit-

tee on
University
Aims and

Objectives

I don I t see how we can possibly be

taking any great hazard in endorsing these principles. At
least the point of view is refreshing, as Mr. Parish said.
Thia committee has done a fine job, and I would like to suggest that we vote favorably so that further studies can be
made, Also, since it is getting very late, that we vote
soon.
POPEJOY

we vote.

There seems to be an implied su geation that

uestion called for .

otion carried.

POPEJOY
The next item on the agenda is a report from
the College of Arts and Sciences by Dean Wynn.
V/Yl ·!
r. President, 1 embers of the Faculty.
Y
report concerns the proposal for a Bachelor of Science
Degree in Kedical Technology. The material begins on page
2 following the agenda for this meeting,

Proposal or
a Bachelor of
Science
De ree in
Medical

The proposed curriculum is one of many special curriTechoology
cula in the College of Arts and Sciences in which one re1rement or another is given up for certain specified
~ourses, This degree b[ls been proposed by the Departments
f Biology and Chemistry approved by the Advisory Committee
of the College of Arts a~d Sciences, and voted on by the
Faculty of the College without dissent. At that point, how:v:r, a faculty member asked that the University Policy Com1~tee be allowed to study the proposal before it was brought
0 the General Faculty
The Policy Committee approved this
Prop
•
· i ssues
~
osal with certain reservations -- it wants cert ain
paiaed by this proposal to be thoroughly studied. I hope
tt°fessor Hibben will have a chance to relate just what we.a
cue~r attitude. The program was then approved by the Currico!a Committee. Vice President Scholes, chairman of that
th•Illittee, is not here but I was present at the meeting at
8 ~ir request and I cali report that the proposal, with one
Bht amendment, was approved. The change there was the
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addition of the Depa rtments of Art, Dramatic Art, and Music
in the definition of what constitutes humanities for the
purposes of thi curriculum. Professor Lez HaaB is alway
alert for any advantage to be gained by the arts in this
cruel world, and he ur ed that addition.

The program i

presented here today for approval or
rejection by the General Faculty. Tnis program gives away
the fourth year, so to speak, as does a present program in
the College of Art and Sciences wnich allows three year!!
in A&S and another in law school, also another program
which allows a fourth year in medical chool. This program proposes to give the bachelor•~ degree for three years
at the University of Ne\'7 exico and one full calendar year
of training 1n a hospital as a medical technologist. In so
far ae I have been able to determine, this curriculum in
medical tecnnology includes more liberal education than any
like curriculum in the United States, including such programs offered at California, Illinois, and other reputable
institutions. SoIIB time we like to know precedents and
trende in these thi 1gs, and we find that this kind of degree is given in many thoroughly reputable uni versi tie •
Our program requires four semesters of a foreign language;
no other medical technology program requires that. Al~o we
require twelve hours 1n humanities and social science, because the program i quite heavily loaded on the scientific
side .

There are, of course, going to be medical technologists
who do not have this aegree , but requirements are rising
all tre time. Any beginner now has to have three years of
college, but not always thi kind of program.
Various commi~tees seem to have satisfied themselves
that the fourth year in the program is a year of instruc!ion, not merely of practice. They see an analogy between
his program and the present three-year pre-legal and pre~edical programs. I, therefore, move that the proposal to
ffer the Bachelor of Science Degree in Medical Technology,
ae stated in the memorandum, be approved.

DR. H.

o.

RIED

I second the motion.

You have heard the motion, and there has been
The question is now open for discussion.

POP&:roy

a second.

the DR. LONGHURST
I would like to oppose the motion for
ment following reasons ( and I would like to read the stateWhich I presented to the Policy Committee):
"The Bachelor's Degree is a degree conferred upon a
;;udent after he has completed a four-year course ?f
1 e cr1bed study in an accredited institution of higher
earning.
"Possible exceptions to the above procedure:
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"A situation might conceivably arise in which it would
appear that the responsibilities of u.iversity education
might better be served by departing from the normal degree program.
11 If such exceptions are to involve the pur ui t
of studies
outeide the fold of an accredited institution of higher
learning, the following criteria must be met:
(1) Such studies must be of unquestionable educational
superiority to the traditional academic program
given in the university ..
(2) Such studies must be unquestionably distinct from
the procedural techniques and learning which one
normally acquires on the job after the completion
of his four-year degree program."

In regard to my t~o criteria: first, it le my ovn
fieeling that if we are to permit the fourth year of study
outside the fold of an accredited institution of higher
learning, 11 unlike law and medicine where studies are pursued inside an accredited institution of higher learning,
then that fourth year must be without doubt better than
~,ything we can give in the University. This is not the
case with regard to medical technology. I would like to
call your attention to what is done at the University of
Ark.ansae. The program there calls for four years of work
in the University. In the first three, the regular premedical courses are taken. In the fourth year, more advanced and specialized courses are taken on the University
~ampus, along vdth some laboratory work in the University
oepital. At the end of that period the student receive
Bachelor of Science in ed1cine. If he wru1 te to do grad~te work, he is required to go back to the University and
8ak.e another year of work in order to get the Bachelor of
cience degree, presumably on the theory that the Bachelor
off Science in Medicine is not equivalent to the Bachelor
0
Science.
Second, I am not sure that the studies in the fourth
{ear as proposed are much more than on-the-job learning,
gecauee tnia program in the first three years gives a
~o~ amount of technical training. For example, I find
att there eXists an institution in Vlaco, Texas, known
tir~he Imperial Technical Institute, which grants acerc cate in medical technology at the end of thirt -four
I know of a very specific in8 ~rreepondence lessons.
a ~ce of a oman who took this course, at home, while
ex ouse ife, and is now doing the same work and earning
deactly the same alary as another person with
college
sree in medical technolo y.
m For thee t O reasons I am not sure that this program
eete my concept of a true bachelor' s degree.

!Pt

:::,,,..
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WYNN
May I suggest thEt questione be directed to
Professor Caetetter, who was one of the original proponents
of the probram?
...R. HUBER
I would like to make
few remarks concernthis proposal. The Policy Committee spl1 t on this
question, as was indicated by Dean '/ynn. Being one of the
die enters I would like to state my reasons. I came to the
eame conclusions as r. Longhurst, but for different reasons.
y approach was on the basis of policy rather than on the
merits of the program a
uch.
1.

This program abrogate the eenior residence requirement.
The rule is that all students must acquire eighteen hours
L residence after 94 hours in the first three yeare. This
must be a rule that stems from the general policy and philosophy of education as expressed by this body. Dean '/yn mene
tioned the exceptions already made in law and medicine.
make that same exception in Business
ministration as respects law, but the four~h year must be spent on a campus
of an accredited institution of higher learning, and I feel
that, had the policy of the senior residence requirement
ceen considered carefully at the time those exceptions were
made, students might have been limited strictly to tak.1 g
the fourth year at this niversi ty.
e have a policy concerning grade-point avera es; thy
e figured on work taken at this institution only. They
re not figured on work taken at any other university, ace edited or unaccred1 ted. Why were we so careful when v·e
stated that policy? Also, correspondence work ta.ken from
an accredited university can. ot apply in excess of thirtr
ours toward a degree. Consequently, these two statements
~f policy would indicate that we are trying to protect cerain concepts of the bachelor's degree.
This proposed program would in itself set policy, ould
e derogating from these pol1cie s I have mentioned, would
precedent extremely difficult to overcome without our
t Ving first considered the policies involved before passing
.is pro ram.

b

:ta

ain, I concur

as did the Policy Committee, with

bri Longhurst• e def1:i1t1on of the bachelor's degree, and I
eaieve that the bachelor's degree, the prerequisite for
duate ~ork, consists of four years on campus, not three

ars at some accredited institution and a fourth year at
unaccredited institution without the 1ecessary superth ion that we feel should go 1th such work. Actually,
ere has been a trend toward five years of ork -- four
ora~s of academic ork an one
ar of training off-campus,
ive years on campus as with some e ineerin programs
ome pharmacy schools, for example. ,e are trying to

Vi
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take a step backward -- three years on campus, and one
year off.

..,

The Policy Committee in their motion did recommend approval , provided these policy questions should, after the
fact , be thoroughly studied. The Jeale report pointed out
that this Univera1 ty has as one of its greatest weakneese
the lack of ufficiently well- stated aims and of policies
for implementing them. We should know where we a re going
before we go. In view of the Policy Commttee recommendation
on these matters and in view of the Neale Report, I believe
that to pass this program, then determine policy, is inconsistent, illogical, and untenable .
DR. HIBBEN
Now that the militant minority of the
Policy Committee has been heard from,I might state th t e
examined this with some care and over a considerable peri d
of time, and the final vote was six for, three against.
There is a great deal to be said on both sides. Deans
Cµstetter and Wynn came in and spoke to us. We felt this
program was meritorious and would reflect credit on the
University, so we voted to accept it and pass it to you
for approval. At the same time rn felt there were polic1 e
involved which we should consider. Our motion, therefore,
was stated as follows: "That this program be passed to the
General Faculty for acceptance, with the proviso that the
Policy Committee examine very thoroughly such policies as
may be pertinent and evolve appropriate statements. 11 We
feel that there already exist precedents in this direction
nd that we can take care of any policies involved. May I
sug est that we hear from Dr. Castetter?
DEAN CASTETTER First of all, I should like to point
out that this is not something that grew up over night• I
Personally have been working on it for three years, and we
h ve been looking into the various angles of it. I have
t ere a list of approved schools of medical technology in
ne United States· there are dozens of them. Not every
~ne, of course, 1~ a first-class school of technology, but
any of them are in the very best institutions in the
country, and in every state. The example Dr. Longhurst
• entioned is qui. te extreme in tne other direction nd I
~ ink you would not find a counterpart any here else in the
A• 1ted States -- I ref er to the University of Arkansas.
8 to the other one
giving training by correspondence,
80 have instituti~na in this country at which you can buy
a llla.ater•s or doctor's degree 'ithout doing any work at all.
t~n we decided to establish a School of Nursing, we felt
it. t it had to be first class, or we would not establish
fl
'e felt the same ·ay about this program. It h
to be
rat rate, and that is what ,·e have planned. Dean Wynn
1entioned some of the fine elements of the pro~ram. Thi
h n
0 the best program by far that I have encountered,
u look at 1 ts liberal arts content.
i th the addition
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of humanities and social scie ce Bnd the presence of language,
I think we have a far better program than any that I know of

-- and I have looked at many.
As to abrogating the fourth year of training on campus,
we do the same thing in law and medicine in the fourth year.

And I think, Professor Huber, that you are making quite an
assumption when you say that if we were re-doing a fot'Q",h
year in law or medicine, we would not approve the pres~nt
system. I would not want to bet on that.
We have on campus now several programs leading to the
bachelor's degree that are more highly specialized than the
one we are considering. I am well a are of the fact that
tne fourth year in this program is not the same as the fourth
year in an educational in ti tution. However, the curriculum
in medical technology is a stiff one, approved by the American
Society of Clinical Pathologists. The fourth year curriculum
cannot be established until it has the aoproval of that
Society. Improvement in medical technology programs has
been great in the last few years. It will not be long until a person cannot be approved as a medical technologist
unless he has done his work in an institution of higher
learning in connection va. th an approved hospital.
As for on-the-job learning, it is far from being that,
because we have here a number of men at the hospitals who
are especially well-qualified people. When Dr. Riebeomer
and I met with representatives of the Veterans Hospital
and Bataan Hospital and told them about the liberal arts
requirements we wanted to include in the program, they
applauded. Their attitude was refreshing. This program
ill involve only a mall number of students, probably t o
or three a year for the next several years. These are the
men at the two hospi tale who will be instructors in the
program: Dr. Longwell, Ph.D. in Biochemistry, Colorado
edical School; Dr. Clapper, Ph.D. in Biochemistry,
~~lorado Medical School; Dr. Chiffelle, M. D., with certifS ate in Pathology; Dr. Gale , Ph.D. in Bacteriology; Dr.
t~~lckland, Ph.D. in Chemistry; Dr. Hentel, M.D., with cerlc~icate in Pathology; and Dr. Carle, M.D., with certiflt~te in Pathology. so long as Dr. Riebsomer and I are here,
th 18 our plan to keep in close contact 1th the program at
·e e nospi tals to make sure it is done in a respectable way;
are are not worri: d about trwt. And the men at the hospital
The as much con erned about the quality of it as e are .
t· University of Color~do is talking about watering do n
~eir Program in order to get more stu ents. These men
ve said they would not participate in such a program.
of
Now one further word -- a great deal might be said'
bee~ourse. Policy is certainly involved here . We h ve
ha e; lking about policy for as 1on3 as I can remember and
een evolving some -as we have one along. But I feel
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ould be a mistake to hold this program up until we can \'Ont
out final policy. We cnn continue to work on policy as e go
along.
it

DR. TIRE·.~
Have we any guarantee that these men ould
be here next year? If they are not, can we hold up any kind
of standard in the fourth year?

CASTETTER If these men are not here, there will be men
of comparable quality. And when Dr. Riebsomer and I 11 gradu te, 11 I think there 1ill be men in our place to hold up
standards.
TIREMAN
Does the University have any control -- or
can we demand any control?

CASTETTER We have a right to demand control and to
supervise the program. Our program actually goe beyond
the minimum requirements set up by the American Society of
Cli ical Pathologists.
TI RE~IAN

How can you hold them to that?

CASTETTER Simply by reason of the fact that Dr. Riebomer and I will be in close contact wl th the work.
TIREMAN
But you do not have explicit control , like
you have in other courses.
CASTETTER
t Los Alamos .

This may be compared with the courses give
We can keep control.

TATSCHL
When would th~ degree be granted , after the
twelve months in the hospital?
CASTETTER

.
'

..

.

. .

y es .

nre

PETERSO
Would there be any objection to ch ging the
of the degree to a Bachelor of Medical TechnolobY ins ead of a Bachelor of Science?
ould that help?
CASTETTER

There ~ould be no objection on my part .

fY J
The College of rts and Sciences has not the
right nor the authority to grant all sorts of degrees .
,le
m st not forget that the det,ree of edical Tech olo2,1 t is
~~en in medical schools . Most of the 6 ood probrame of this
me ~ are carried 011 bJ the university and the un1vers1 ty

Sc~cal school , but the degree 1s called a Bachelor of

of ence degree .

If we gave a special degree here, the School
de~ Iurs1 g might et the same idea. I rather feel that the
S gr1 ee ought to be a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of
c ence.

IIIL _
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HUBER
uite a few schools in the United States are
offering a Bachelor of Business Administration in accounting for three years on campus and one year in the office
of a Certified Public Accountant, under the direction of
a college graduate who holds certification of the state in
accounting. I feel that such a program could very definitely be suggested here and would not come anywhere near the
concept of the bachelorts degree which would warrant goin
on for graduate work. The student would derive skills equal
or superior to those accruing from certain specified courses
which he might take in accounting in the University, but I
do not believe that, policy-wise and education-wise, the acquiai tion of skill is comparable to that fourth academic
ear.
PARISH
So many questions of policy have been raised
h re . Another one now, on changing the name of the degree,
and if so, can the College of Arts and Science give it? I
would like to have you think for a minute -- would you ever
approach a problem like this, pass the program D.nd then say,
we will set policy? Does i t make sense? Of course 1t
doesn't . We have a senior residence rule. What was the
reason for it? I don't know, but probably some of it was
because we wanted to retain responsibility for the degree
where we knew the kind of work a student is doing. We did
abridge this somewhat when we said we will allow students
to go to another accredited school of higher learning. Ve
have never done anything like what is now proposed, to my
k owledge. In spl te of what Dr. Castetter has said about
keeping control, you will see that this program can be ap~lied to any accredited hospital in the United States.
his then la not a personal basis. Another issue that has
not been raised is that these people will become members
of our faculty, is not that true?

Al

....

CASTETTER
That is the assumption.
runo and at Holloman.

We do that at Los

PAIUSH
'le do this in a number of other cases and have
d;ver explored the problem. Do you want to add degree after
gr>ee and put people on our faculty like that? There i
~~mething important here. We are attacking the whole thought
anat we have not set policy, that we have changed our course
d have not the slightest idea what our destination is. I
a~ Just a little sick that the Policy Committee, after cons der1ng this one afternoon (the A&S Faculty passed 1t without
c)onsideration whatever, and the Policy Committee got it
n e , recommend that this be passed and they will set policy
Peit Year. We are setting it today. Can you imagine the
t~ icy Cammi ttee reversing what you do today? I don• t think
c ey Will . r think any professional collese on this campus
an devise a degree equally good. You are opening the door

ta;
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wide open. One of the ways to save money would be just cut
out the fourth y .r1 Those ideas will come if you don't
set the policy first, and set the limits beyond which you
cannot go. The progra might pass next yea:r, after we know
where we are going.
r/e are violating policy for a paltry
few students.
iYNJ A great deal has been made of the fact of accreditation concerni
the fourth year of work that A&S would accent. And we have een given a horrible example by Dr. Longhurst. Our program say that the specialized training will
be for a period of at least twelve months in a School of
edical Technolo y approved b the Cou. cil on ,1edical Education and Hospitals of the American Medical Association. lie
are not dealing ju t ·n. th some informal on-the- job set-up in
anybody ' s hospital. This muld appear to be a somewhat accredited program.
As for the senior residence requirement, we are swapping

30 hours on campus for 94 hours on campus.

We grant bachelor's
degrees every commencement to students who have done the bare
minimum of 30 hours on this campus.

TATSCHL
,uch has bee said about an institution of
higher learning and the da...'1ger of spending the fourth year
off the campus. From the instruction proposed here, as
Dean Wynn and Dean Castetter have described it, it seems to
me a student will really be in very fine company. I can't
Possibly see the advantage of requiring him to stay on
campus, unlees there is some sentimental attachment to the
trees and the sidewalks. Besides it is getting late.
REEVE
I am willing to stick around for an hour. The
~iversity does have a policy, never written down. The Fin
ta curriculum wa thought to be too technical. The A&S
FacUl.ty finally beat back the eare of Professor Haas and
;!beralized that curriculum. The Colle3e of Engineering has
en under fire for years because 1 ts program is too technical. This thing here is in keeping with the original
Program of Fine Arts and Engineering so that it does repre~ent a continuation of an older policy that has been cri ticlzed
or Years and hich we have tried to get away from.
POPEJOY
I would like to make an observation. Is that
satisfactory? The debate has been extremely articulate and
~~aise-worthy. It is doubtful that we have a quorum as many
It he faculty have had to leave. I personally am tired .
likmay be important to get a vote on this issue, but I would
a l etto suggest that we recess and continue the debate at
a er date .

WYNU

... ..,,_

I welcome the

~gestion.
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POPEJOY
If it is agreeable to you, I 1111 entertain
a recess motion to bring the Faculty back in session prior
to the end of the year.
i/.c ruRRAY

I

o move.

Several seconds.

otion carried.
Meeting adjourned 6:15 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

AJ.~
John N. Durrie,

Secretary of the Faculty.

•

April 29, 1956.

To Members of the University Faculty:
r

Following is the list of standing committees of the
University Faculty for the year 1955-56 as approved jointly
by the President, Vice President, and the Policy Committee.
Participation in committee work is a right and duty of
individuals of all ranks, and faculty members who accept
committee membership are expected to take an active part
in the work of the committee or committees to which they
are assigned.
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY
Policy Committee
Members elected by College Faculties and the Graduate
Committee:
~ts & Sciences - Dittmer (1955-57)
Business Administration - Huber (1954-56)
Education - Tireman (1955-57)
Engineering - Foss (1954-56)
Fine Arts - Adams (1955-57)
Graduate Committee - Crowell (1955-56)
Law - Weihofen (1954-56)
Pharmacy - Ferguson (1955-57)
Members-at-large electeo by the Voting Facul ~
.Al~recht 1955-57, L. H. Johnson (1955-57), Riebsomer 1954-56)
Administrative Committee
.f.2.pejoy, Castetter Cataline, Clauve, Durrie, Farris,
Gausewitz, D. o. K~lley, MacGregor, Mathany, Perovich,
Ried, Robb, Scholes, S. Smith, Sorrell, Spain, Wynn,
Chairman of Policy Committee.
Members elected by the Voting Faculty:
R. M. Duncan (1953-56), Parish (1954-57), Wollmen (1955-58)
A£actemic Freedom and Tenure
Members elected by the Voting Faculty:
Fleck, Jorrin, Lopes, Norman, Wicker, Dabney (alternate).
~hletic Council
~ , Eversole, Hill, Jacobs, Parish, Rightley, Suttle,
agner, White.

3
-2Board of the Division of Research and Development

Edgel, R. R. Brown, Castle, J. S. Duncan, E. L. Martin,
Perovich, Scott, Wengerd.
Building
Heimerich, Ford, Gugisberg, May, I. McMurray, Zwoyer.
Ex officio Durrie, Fifield, Perovich.
Campus Improvement
Dittmer, Jermain, Lewis, May , Milliken, Norris, Petrol.
Ex officio Fifield, Perovich, Capt. Owen. ·
Cultural Program
S. Smith, Healy, Keston, Robb, Snow, Yell.
lllembers .

Eight student

Curricula
Scholes, Baker, Dabney, Evans, Haas, Hamilton, Hessemer,
Kahn, McKenzie, Tireman .
Entrance and Credits
MacGregor, Cataline, Farris, Gausewitz, Gentry, Massengale,
Mccann, H. o. Ried, Simons, Sorrell, Spain, WelLck, Robb,
Williamson, Wynn .
Extension

R.

O. Ried, Breiland, Chreist, Cline, Finston, Hoehn,
Kercheville, Kuntz, MacGregor. Ex officio McMichael,Perovich .

Q__eneral College
!iYnn, Arms , Bahm, Chreist, Glaese, Kuntz, St. Onge,
G. W. Smith, Ulibarri, Wengerd .
Q_raduate
£astetter, Bahm, Crowell, Daub, Grace, Haas, Hamilton, Green,
Hendrickson, Ivins, Newman, Walter .
fumors Program
1_. H. Johnson, Benedetti, Bunting, Burley, Jorrin,

McKenzie, Mori .

~
!.,lbrecht, Ancona, Basehart, castle, Evans, Fitzsimmons,
Gafford, MacCurdy, A. v. Martin, Peterson, Poldervaart.
Ex officio D. o. Kelley.

-3Prizes and Awards
Wicker, Buell, Clauve, DeJongh, Florence Ellis, Keleher,
Mathany, Russell, Walden.
Publications
Northrop, Baughman, Castetter, Hill, Ivins, Judah, LaPaz,
Tatschl, \Jal ter. Ex officio Durrie, Mann, Raymond.
Registration
Koster, Cullen, J. S. Duncan, Fitzsimmons, Glasebrook,
Irion, Skoglund. Ex officio MacGregor, Perovich.
Schedule
Mathany, Crobaugh, DeJongh, Eversole, Massengale,Robert,Weldon ,
Schroeder. Ex officio MacGregor.
Student Affairs
S. Smith, C.R. Brown, Frederick, Kluckhohn, Lueders, Snapp.
Five student members.
Student Publications Board
Huber (appointed by the President), Irion, Lueders,
Rafferty. Ex officio Jermain. Five student members.
Student ' Standards
H. Ellis (temporary chairman), J. Martinez, McGi ll, Steger.
Four student members .
.§.ummer Session
[. O. Ried, Clements, Elser, Eubank, Masley, Nason, Reva,
Rhoads, Runge.
!I__niversi ty Aims and Objectives
lli>llman, Alexander, Douglass, R. M. Duncan, H. Ellis, Ferm,
Longhurst, Richards, s. Smith, Spain, Tedlock, Hellck, Wynn.

Un·
_iversity
Research

y.

C. Kelley, Green, Newman, Norman, D. F. Smith, Stoneking,
Welch, Woodward.

PH: GHJ:.SS HEPOHT OF uI;ITED l•'UHD co:.:1TTEE

On December 9# 1954, the faculty o£ the Univers·ity adopted a r~solution
establishing the policy of' one all-inclusive Un,i. ted Fund Drive to replace the .several collections which havo take~ ~lace in the past.
Thie resolution stated that th one ca."l!pus dr:l. w should be called "The
University United Fund Drive" and should be ad"'liniatered by a cornmitt
called 11 Ths Uniii"Uraity United Jtund Comnti:ttee.n The membe1•s of this
corrnittee were to be chosen by t e Policy Committee. The follovd.ng
faculty r.ier.ibers were chosen to ser
on the United 1''und Committee for

1954-1955.

Grace Elser

Katherine Simons
I·iina Ancona

Hichard Kondrick

Harold Ried, Chairman
The United Fund comtl.ttee has ad pted the follovrlnc basic obj ctive :

1.

To. reduco the number of harity drives on campus to
ne all-inclusive c :npaign;

2.

To increase the o
table causes.

contrib~tion to worthy chari-

Your United Fund C mmittee has., for this in :ugural year, recor.JI!lended·
that the followin,,- organizations b o!.tioially recognized. This selection includes a1i ·chariti s re resents by or anized n-acampus drives
in the past.

Community Chest (23 oreanizations in6luded in 1954-1955)

Red Cross (Poss1 ility or being in Co:mr.runity Chest next ye
Y.~eh of D-lrnes (still need money for polio cases)
Cancel' Fund
Campus Fund (Includlne USCF and l'JUS)

)

The laat item listed is one considered ssential by he Committee. The
money fron this fund will be distributed to United Student Chri tian
!ellowshiJ> and ,·:o ld University Service drives, the only two orr,anized
U~pus drives., and emergencies which may arise among faculty .or other
n:i.~s1ty enployees

~e follawinp: percentage ailoc tions are suggested by the Unit ed Fund
inOllln:i.ttee •. In the rnain, these fieurea are base~ upon contributions made
1954. These percentages are subject to annual change by the United
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Fund Committee, and could be changed before the 195$ Drive.
Cor.imunity
'·

Red Cross

..

Chest

t!arch of Dimes
cancer Fund
Cal2rpus Fund
othorst

&lch conttihu1tor has the choice

or

I

aeceptinf!. the United Fttnd Committe<.l

allooatidn, or in ~eating his individual wishes n the blanks on the
rir.ht.

..

...

The plan would w k this way, Contributor 11A11 gives ~ sun of (;50 with
no express· on· of how it is to be divided. The money will be divided
shOT111 above . in the percentage allocations. Contributor "D" g1ves
'lf130., ru.t Wishes 5· to r,o o C •
·:t;y Chest, 10% to Red Ct-o s, and t
remainder to eo into the Campus Fund. Contributor "X" r,ives (;20 and
indicates that e wants
of his contributio to eo tp the Heart
Fund by writing 11 Ile t Fund" on the bottom bl&J.lc and indicatinr, 100% in
the percentage bl.ank.

!

It has been determined that it each member of the faculty

and staff

contributes ~ a mini.Jntm,,, one working day s pay to the lini ted Fund
Drive, tho ovur-&11 amount c ntribu
by the University.in the past
WOuld be increased. This is not to be interpreted as a limitation but

rather a mini.Jm.ml.

It is the hope of the United Fund Committee that all contributions ·will
be by caeh or c eek.
If cash is j,q,ossible., you vrill oo furnished
Wit~ a P<\Y?"Oll deduction slip making it possible to spread your contributi.on over ' t'M)-month period. In either r:iethod of contributing,
Y'Our money 1T.lll be deposited to the Univers ty United l•'Und and disbursed
as directed.

In addition. you. Tdll be furnished vr.l th a nemborship card which can be
:e by you and your family in the event of double solicitationo '!'his

ard can also be used as official evidence for income tax deductions

0

~re Will bo no other charitable drives on campus sanctioned by the
~sity Admini tration- The one dri will be q.onducted in October
of

each :vear •
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To:

The Faculty

ITom:

University Committee on Aims and Objectives

Early this year the Committee on Aims and Objective s came
face to face \Vi th two problems related to, but more specific and
immediately serious than, the broad continuing problem of g eneral
education in the Univere1ty. These two problems are (1) how may
the University face the pressure of impending drastic increa s es in
enrolments without lowering its standards and (2) how ma y service to
freshmen be maintained (or even improved) under this impendin~ increased pressure? Year-long study has convinced the Committe e t hat
the se central problems, together with others that are related, constitute a crisis situation for the University. The following r eport is desi 6 ned to share these elements of crisis with the Faculty
and to present for its consideration a statement of prin~iplea that
may be basic in an approach to solution of these two problems.
11

f

Recent projections by the Office of Admis sion s indica te the
ollowing fall-term enrollments:
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

..
••

..

The Im2ending Tidal Wave of Colle;se S1,udents 11

4,692
4,900
5,450
5,730
6,010
6,290
6,570

1!:se estimates may be conservative. If the proportion of the . colshee a~e population of New I~iexico attending college (now 19.03to)
nfuld increase by 1960 to the present national averas e (28~ J, the
vers1 ty might then expect a.bout 7,500 students •
ecad ~ If the present rate of enrollment increas e continues for t wo
ec, the followin:.,;; predictions may be added:
1965
1970

·e

8,950
11,330

There are certain implications in these fi g ure s . It may not
he~~SSible to increase the instructional budg et in proportion to
etar Projected enrollments . But even if there should be no bud~.... . -~.:
~ffiy limitations, it is quite unlikely that competent faculty in
t 18 1ent numbers can be found. These considerations sugg e s t tha t
acui imperative to find ways to increa s e the effectivenes s of t he
ty.

°
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Should Enr.ollment ae Limited?

~

.:

One conceivable reaction to the "impending tidal wave of college students" would be to restrict enrol1m.ent. This will be the inevitable answer of private institutions. It is a questionable answer
for a public ins ti tut ion. In New Mexico, moreover, the effect of
limitation of the enrollment of one institution would be a di version
of students, and funds, to the others.
Sixty per cent of the students at the University are drawn from
Bernalillo County. To deny these students admission to the University would deprive many of them of any opportunity for higher education. To restrict enrollment from the rest of the state would tend
to reduce the University of New Mexico to the status of a municipal
university. The value of the presence of able non-resident students
in reasonap:...e numbers is established. This committee is of the
opinion that an arbitrary limitation of enrollment is infeasible.
The Uni VE}rsi ty Has __g._ _pual Function
By reason of its location in the major population center of tb r~
state, the University has a dual function. It is the center for va'!'~ous kinds of graduate and professional training and research for New
exico. It is also a junior college for Bernalillo County. T~e- :·
latter function is not always clearly recognized. The academic
ftructure of the University and the method of handling students seem
argely to be predicated on the assumption that every entering freshman is a candidate for a baccalaureate degree. The facts are at
W
ide variance with this assumption.

b
Only one freshman class at the University, that of 1947, has
~en followed through its academic career. A. A. Wellck found that
~95the 1059 freshmen entering in that year, 267 had graduated by
dr 2, 35 were still enrolled for 1952-53.
Of the others, 213 witht ew with unsatisfactory records 271 were suspended after one or
two Years of unsatisfactory work: The remainder el ther transferred
a0 1°ther institutions or remained eligible for further education at
Th/ter date. The point is that almost half were academic casualties .
v Be figures are fairly typical of those produced by national surs~{;. and Probably characterize the present al tuation at this Univerh It may be argued that it is not to be expected that all those
th~ enter. college should graduate, and that what happens i~ merely
thatPractical working out of the democratic educational philosophy
~ a stua.ent is entitled to as much education as he can profitably
ce~; - and no more. But the question is whether our present prostud e Produces the best results for the academically un~uccessful
dent:nt and whether, on the other hand, it does not permit some stuPet of marginal ability to proceed beyond the levels of their com
ence.
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'}hen a student undertakes a course, or a curriculum, for which
he lacks either aptitude or preparation, and so fails to make progress, the expenditure for his instruction is largely wasted and the
cons equence for the student may be a record which he cannot live
down even when he has found a curriculum in whi ch he can make reasonable progress. There is a good deal of lost motion in the academic process.
Can Both_Functions Be Performed Better?
The questions raised here are not new, but the impending enrollments give them a new urgency. Can the University find a way ,
in the face of acute problems of budget and staff, to do a better
job for the student who will not graduate, and at the same time maintain, or even raise, the standards for those who will? As a possible
answer to this question, the committee advances the following proposal . The essence of it is that while it is impracticable to limit
admission to the University, it is possible to limit access to proams of study until the student has demonstrated competence to
undertake them.
It 1 s proposed that:

1. Entering freshmen be enrolled in the University without assignment to a degree-granting college or professional school.
:·

During the freshman year approximately half the student ' s proam should consist of courses of general applicability.

3· The studentts program for the freshman year should also include
courses which will give a reliable indication of his competence and
tritude for his chosen fieiJl.d. The student who has not made a vocaonal choice should be encouraged to follow a broadly liberal pro-

Bram.

4· Before enrolling for his second semester, the student who apieara not to show promise for his chosen field should be counseled
0 explore other possibilities.
~· At the end of the freshman year the student would seek admission
f~e a specific degree program. on the basis of his performance as a
or shman (and possibly additional criteria) the college, department,
o school would decide whether to admit him. If not admitted t? one
:.r~gram he might apply for another. It is anticipated that a minimum
de index would be required for admission to any degree program.

:h

A student who failed to be admitted to any degree program, but
tt~ he.d achieved a specified scholarship index, would have the op1te~ of continuing for a second year in a non-degree prog7am of limar h scope. Upon completion of the second year with specified scholindex, the student would be awarded a certificate equivalent
t now awarded by the General College .

~stt~
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7, In no event would a student be allowed to continue without degree status beyond two years (or 64 hours).

Some Implications
This plan, if adopted, would accomplish the ends of the General
College, as now constituted.

It would be necessary to strengthen the procedures for counseling and academic advisement.
Probations and suspensions from the colleges and professional
schools should greatly diminish.
Freshmen would have much more incentive to do well than they

now have .

Students would have a better opportunity than they now have to
fi nd curricula in which they can succeed.
Sophomores who were not admitted to degree status could be
taught in large classes at lower than average cost per student .
Enrollment in upper division and professional courses could be
limited to students with real competence for them. This would make
it Possible to maintain standards in the face of heavy enrollment

Pressures •

. It is recognized that to adopt the plan outlined here would re-

quire some curricular adjustments and some changes in admini strative

Procedures. The committee has not attempted to work out details,
~l though several ways of implementing the plan have been contemSi ated. The committee does urge that the ideas presented here be
ven further study with a view to their adoption.

February

24, 1955

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEnREE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLCGY
I.

Proposed Statement for Catalo~
(Present catalog, p. 9S)

Bachelor of Science Degree in Medical Technology
Following are the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Science
in Medical Technology.

(1)

Three years (six semesters) of specified academic work.

(2)

Specialized instruction in medical technology for at
least 12 consecutive months in a school of medical
technology approved by the Council on Medical Education
and Hospitals of the American Medical Association.

The student should consult the chairman of either the Department
Biology or of the Department of Chemistry as to approved schools of
medical technology in hospitals in New Mexico or elsewhere.
of

Students who have completed the specified three years of academic
work at the University, as well as an approved fourth year in medical
technology, will be granted the Bachelor of Science degree in Medical

Technology by the University of New Mexico. This fourth year may be
take~ in Albuquerque at the Veterans Administration and Bataan Memorial
Hospitals , where the student's work will be rotated; or it may be taken
at any hospital in the United States approved for the program by the
?0 m:1cil on Medical Education and Hospitals of the American Medical Association.
Typical Program
I

English 1
Social Science#
Chemistry 11
Biology lL

P. E.

Freshman Year
3
3

4
4
1

15
I

English Lit .
For ·
M ~lgn Language
C~e • 5
16 (Plane Trig.)
Bio~· 3L (Quant. Anal.)
P. F.: 931 (Bacteriology)

2

4
4

1

3
3
3

English 2
Social Science#
Math. 15 (Col . Algebra)
Chemistry 21
Biology 21

P.E.

Sophomore Year

3
3

II

4
4
1

Tir
II

Humanities (U. D.)*
Foreign Language
Social Science ( U. D. )*
Chem. 101, 1031 (Org. chem. )
Biol . 1301 (Animal Phys. )
P. E.

17

3
3
3

4
4

# Any course in social science that is allowed in the stated Group
Requirements of the College of Arts & Sciences.

1

18

2.

Junior Year

I

Humanities (U.D.) .,iChem. 102,lOLL (Org. Chem.)
Physics 111 (Gen. Physics)
Foreign Language
Free Elective

3

4

u
3

3

rr

II

Social Science (U.D.) *
Biol. 1231 (Biol. Chem.)
Physics 121 (Gen. Physics)
Foreign Language
(Free Elective)

3

4
4
3

(3)

l4

(17)

The program given above makes allowance for three extra hours of free
electives in the third year.
Summary of Academic Requirements
The candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology must offer a minimum of 95 hours of academic work in the University
of New Mexico (pl us 4 P .E.) before entering upon the specialized work of
the fourth year. The 95 academic hours shall include the following:
1.

Completion of the Lower Division requirements of the
College, with the exception noted in Item 3 below.

2. An additional 6 hours in humanities*in the Upper Division.

3. 6 hours ~f Upper Division social science,* 3 hours of which
may be u~ed towards completion of the 9-hour Lower Division
requirement in social science.

.· ........

4. S3

hours of specified courses in lieu of the usual majorminor requirement in the College. Specified courses are
as follows: Biology 11, 21, 931, 1301, 1231 (20 hours);
Chemistry 11, 21, 531, 101-1031, 102-lOLL (20 hours);
Mathematics 15, 16 (5 hours); Physics 111-121 (8 hours).

5. Free electives to bring total to 95.

~k

For these particular requirements only, Humanities shall include courses in the departments of Art, Dramatic Art,
English, History, Modern and Classical Languages, Musi:,
and Philosophy. Social Science shall include courses in the
d~partments of Anthropology, Economics, Geography, Government,
H:-story, and Sociology. History courses may be counted as
either Humanities or Social Science, but not as both.

